
MAP PRODUCTION USING Maplnfo™ AND CoreiDRAW™ 

John Shearer 

Maplnfo and CorelDRA Ware powerful computer packages, each having their own advantages and 
drawbacks in the fields of map design and production. This article describes the possibilities of using 
both systems in map production, exploiting the strengths of each in the production sequence. There is no 
direct link between the two systems,· images produced in Maplnfo have to be saved in a specific format 
allowing subsequent import to CorelDRA W. The example of a complex, large format map of the Dairy 
Industry in the United Kingdom is used to demonstrate the procedures involved from entry of" raw" data 
to the final publication of the map. 

Introduction 
The Maplnfo Desktop Mapping Package is now in

creasingly used as a teaching and research tool for GIS 
applications. It is relatively inexpensive and is simple to 
use, with a wide range of thematic map generation facilities, 
combined with reasonable analysis tools. However, in 
terms of high quality map design flexibility and production 
capabilities it is rather restrictive and the mapping capabili
ties of the system are best suited to generation of fairly 
simple maps for display or for use in the production of re
ports. While it is well suited to data input, geocoding data, 
sorting and classification of data and generation of output 
maps in standard styles it lacks adequate facilities for inter
active map editing and generation of final reproduction 
material. 

CorelDRA W is a very powerful general graphics pack
age. While it is not specifically designed for cartographic 
applications, it lends itself admirably to such uses. It has ex
cellent interactive graphic editing capabilities and very 
flexible tools for specification and manipulation of area 
fills, line forms and text. The package has an extensive 
range of import and export file formats and also has facili
ties for preparing fmal colour separations for printing. The 
system is however not a mapping package; there are no pos
sibilities for direct input of statistical data, or for the 
manipulation- classification and graphic symbolisation- of 
such data. 

It thus seems logical that a "marriage" of these two sys
tems could be beneficial, allowing the maximum 
exploitation of the facilities of each: in simple terms, using 
Maplnfo for data input, data manipulation and the genera
tion of basic thematic representations, followed by the use 
of CorelDRA W to design the final map presentation and 
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provide output for subsequent publication. This association 
of the two systems has been used to advantage in a number 
of mapping projects which have been conducted in the De
partment of Geography and Topographic Science at the 
University of Glasgow. Two recent projects have involved 
the creation of a GIS of the Milk Industry and have resulted 
in the publication of two large format colour maps, "The 
Milk Industry in the United Kingdom and the Republic of 
Ireland" which was published in January 1997, and "The 
Dairy Industry in the United Kingdom" which was pub
lished in September 1998. The latter will be considered here 
to illustrate the procedures adopted, following "raw data" 
through input into Maplnfo, the generation of basic graph
ics and the fmal export to CorelDRA W for completion of 
the design and fmal specifications for printing the map. 

The Milk Map Project 
The project described below is the most recent in a se

ries of collaborations between the author and Donald 
McQueen, who runs the consultancy "Agri-Food market 
Analysis". In addition to the maps mentioned above, this 
collaboration has resulted in the publication of two earlier 
maps of the dairy industry in Scotland and the creation of a 
prototype GIS, using an early version of Maplnfo, for the 
Scottish Dairy Trade Federation. Much of the work for 
these projects was conducted by topographic science stu
dents within this Department (see acknowledgements). The 
current project was set up to build a comprehensive GIS of 
the dairy industry in the UK, with one of the aims being the 
publication of the map which is the subject of this paper. 
The milk related data was collected and researched by Don
aid McQueen. 

The Base Map 
The base map used for the project was one of the data 

packages available for use with Mapinfo, namely 
"Startermap", a package produced by Geoplan, consisting 
of various graphic files for the U.K. Those used in this pro
ject were the UK boundary (coastline and country 
boundaries) and the postcode district boundary flle. Associ
ated with Startermap, there is a geocoding facility -
Geocoder- which can be used to locate data on the base map 
outline by means of their postcode references. 
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postcode quota permanent net quota quota holders permanent net quota 
holders quota '95-5 '94-5 1996-97 quota '96-7 '96-7 
1994-95 

AB2 17 4893885 5181645 13 4785369 4591721 

AB21 4 1125956 1157956 4 1049956 739394 

AB22 1 507926 362926 1 507926 507926 

AB23 3 1nss25 1826525 3 1806525 1786525 

AB3 11 5927512 6379261 11 591no2 5886702 

AB30 12 8537409 8342556 12 8557509 8656063 

AB31 6 2453155 1764260 5 2066148 12n909 

AB32 8 4250854 4130854 6 2510540 2610497 

AB33 4 2919419 3003354 3 2566071 2725676 

AB34 2 1314904 1314904 2 1314904 1314904 

AB39 150646 749 1 150646 150646 

TABLE 1: Milk Quota Data - portion of complete Excel file. The data was aggregated to postcode district level. 
Some 1700 districts were involved. 

name address postcode class product product 

Hope Dairy 9-11 Paisley Road, Renfrew, Renfrew PA48JH L 

Howgate Kinfauns Home Farm, Kinfauns, Perthshire PH27JZ 1 C* 

lnverloch Cheese Leim Farm, Isle of Gigha PA417AD 1 c 
Islay Cheese Port Charlotte, Isle of Islay PA487TN c 
Kelvin Valley lnchbelle, Kirldntilloch, Glasgow G661RS L 

Kingdom Cheese (KL Foods) Glenfield Industrial Estate, Cowdenbeath, Fife KY49HT 2 c 
Koepon Palnure, Newton Stewart, Wigtownshire DG87AX 1 F 

Loch Arthur Creamery Loch Arthur Community, Beeswing, Dumfries DG28JQ C* 

Mackie's Westertown, Rothienorman, Aberdeenshire AB518US 2 F 

TABLE 2: Milk Processing Sites- portion of complete Excel file. The complete file, comprising in excess of900 en
tries, also included additional information such as telephone numbers, contacts and company names for the major 
processors with more than one site (Wiseman, MD Foods etc.) 

The Input Data 
The input data was of two types. The first concerned 

primary milk production and comprised milk quota statis
tics for the periods 1994-95 and 1996-97, aggregated to 
postcode districts. The second related to milk processing 
sites; the dairies and other manufacturing sites processing a 
range diverse products (liquid milk, cheese, butter, milk 
powders etc.). Both sets of data were initially compiled as 
spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel and examples are shown in 
tables 1 and 2. Maplnfo allows the direct opening of files in 
this format, displaying them in identical spreadsheet form 
(a "browser window" in Maplnfo terminology) and running 
the Geocoderfacility immediately locates the data on a U.K 
base, allowing it to be displayed graphically in map form 
(figure 1). 
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Generation of Point Located Maps using 
Maplnfo 

Figure 1 shows the basic representation of geocoded 
data on import to Maplnfo. The final map requirement was 
to show the different processing sites and their names, 
classed by size (volume of annual production) and differen
tiating product types. The classification by plant size had 
been built into the imported data file, using a 6 point scale 
ranging from sites processing more than 200,000,000 litres 
of milk per annum to those processing less than 10,000,000 
litres. Ideally, in building the GIS, the actual figures rather 
than banded categories would have been preferred, which 
would have allowed more flexible manipulation of the data. 
However such figures were not available for all the sites and 
hence the classification had to be pre-determined at the in
put stage. Maplnfo's proportional symbol facility could 
have been used to generate the map symbols for these data. 
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Figure 1: Point located data, opened in Mapinfo as a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and then goecoded by 
postcodes. 

However, bearing in mind the subsequent processing of the 
data in CorelDRA W, a different procedure was adopted. 
Firstly, separate files for each of the classes were created by 
selecting data belonging to each class and saving these as 
new files. The default point symbols for each were then 
modified to a specific symbol font and point dimension. 
This procedure was adopted to allow subsequent global se
lection and modification of symbol size in CorelDRA W- a 
procedure which is further explained below. The success of 
this depends on selection of appropriate symbol fonts 
within Maplnfo, that is, selection of fonts which are recog
nised as such by CorelDRA W. After trials, the "Maplnfo 
Cartographic" font was used for all point symbols. The 
"Maplnfo Compatible" (default) font is not recognised and 
symbols imported in this "font" are converted to curves by 
CorelDRA W and their dimensions may only be modified 
by individual as opposed to global selection (figure 2). 
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Point symbols 
as objects 

(curves) 

all selected, scaled 
by reduction to 50% 
LOCATION SHIFTS 

Point symbols 
as font 
(Maplnfo Cartographic) 

all selected, scaled 
by changing point 
dimension, location 
is unchanged 

Figure 2: Changing point symbol sizes in CoreiDRA W. 
The top diagrams show how a global. selection and 
re-sizing of symbols created as objects (line curves) will 
cause re-positioning of symbols as not only the symbols 
but also the space they occupy is reduced. The problem 
does not occur when the symbols are created from type 
fonts such as Maplnfo Cartographic, as shown in the 
lower diagrams. 

Plant names, and product categories were produced as 
labels associated with the point symbols. For export to 
CorelDRA W, two graphics - one for each label- were pre
pared. Attention again had to be paid to the point 
dimensions of the selected fonts. To the first time user (and 
even to the experienced), Maplnfo seems to do strange 
things with text dimensions (figure 3). Maplnfo does not 
modify the text dimension proportionally to the displayed 
scale of the map but retains the specified font dimension. 
Thinking ahead to import to CorelDRA W, point sizes 
should be specified to conform to those ultimately required 
in the CorelDRAW graphic. Once in CorelDRAW, text 
items can again be globally selected ~d point dimensions 
modified, so absolute text size need not be precisely consid
ered at this stage - as is discussed further below there is 
normally a slight change in the dimensions due to the im
port process. However, a close approximation to the final 
dimension is desirable. 

To sum up the preparation of the point located data 
within Maplnfo, a series of map graphics were prepared as 
different layers consisting of point symbols and names and 
point symbols with the product text labels for each of the 
classes 2 to 6. Point symbols and names only (not product 
labels) graphics were prepared for class 1 as these were 
judged to be too numerous to include the product class and, 
in fact, the great majority of these were involved only with 
liquid milk products. Similar graphic layers were prepared 
for two further processing site classes, those processing 
unpasteurised milk and speciality cheese makers. Pack
aging units were grouped as a further class, and finally there 
were four classes of milk producer groups, classified by the 
numbers of members registered with each. In total there-
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fore, 19 different graphic layers were prepared in Maplnfo, 
ready for transfer to CorelDRA W (table 3). 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

Maplnfo Layer 
U.K.Outline 

processing sites, class 6, with names 

product labels for class 6 

processing sites, class 5 with names 

product labels for class 

processing sites, class 4 with names 

product labels for class 

8 processing sites, class 3 with names 

9 product labels for class 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

16 

processing sites, class 2 with names 

product labels for class 

processing sites, class 1 with names 

unpasteurised milk producers, with names 

speciality cheese makers, with name !abies 

packaging sites, with name 

producer groups, class 4, with names 

producer groups, class 3, with names 

producer groups, class 2, with names 

producer groups, class 1, with names 

Table 3: The point symbol layers prepared in Maplnfo 
for export to CorelDRA W. A "cosmetic" layer consist
ing of a standard frame for register purposes was 
displayed with each of the above during the transfer 
phase. (See below, and figure 6.) Each of the above lay
ers was transferred to a separate layer in CorelDRA W. 
At this stage, the name elements in the above were split 
off and moved to separate CorelDRA W layers, adding a 
further nine layers in Corel-DRA W. 

Figure 3: Text Oabels) and point symbols in Maplnfo. 
On the left, symbols and labels are defined with speci
fied point dimensions. The view of the whole UK 
presents a confused image of overlapping symbols and 
automatic omission oflabels where these would overlap. 
The enlarged (zoomed) view on the right shows how the 
text and symbols remain at the same dimension on the 
larger scale, they are not proportionally enlarged. The 
view on the right will be similar to the image when ex
ported to CorelDRA W, when the full image dimensions 
Oeft) are set to fill an AO format page size. 

@---·-
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Generation of Area Symbol (Choropletb) 
Maps in Maplnfo 

The area ~ymbolisation to appear on the final map was 
to be a representation of the density of milk production. The 
data concerning this was derived from the milk quota infor
mation (table 1) by dividing the total milk net quota by the 
area of the postcode district giving the result as the annual 
quota litres per hectare. The district areas are automatically 
generated by Maplnfo, and the basic map can be simply · 
generated using the computed density as the variable. 
Thereafter suitable class intervals for the required seven 
classes were selected and the symbolisation (colour) for 
each class was selected. Two possible routes towards prep
aration of the choropleth graphic for transfer were 
considered. The ultimate aim was to have each ciass as a 
separate layer in CorelDRA W to allow subsequent selec
tion of appropriate tints for each class. One approach would 
have been to generate seven separate Maplnfo graphics -
one for each class (with the non- represented classes blank). 
A similar approach would have involved selecting and cre
ating separate data tables for each class and mapping each 
of these with a uniform symbol. 

However, CoreiDRA W does allow selection of objects 
by their infill colour, hence it was realised that the 
sub-division into class layers could be made in 
CorelDRA W from a single imported layer. Once selected in 
this way the objects (areas) in each class could be trans
ferred to separate CorelDRA W layers for subsequent tint 
specification (figure 4). Trials showed that this approach 
worlced ef:ficiendy, though CorelDRA W failed to find col
our infills other than the solid (100%) primary colours (red, 
green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow and black). This may be 
due to the fact that Maplnfo defmes colours in the additive 
primaries (red, blue and green). While this colour palette is 
recognised by CorelDRA W, and colours so defined can be 
re-specified in the process colours (cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black), for some unexplained reason the "find" option 
in CoreiDRA W failed to locate colours other than the solids 
- all attempts at locating mixtures and percentage tints 
failed. When this was realised, the area fills in Maplnfo 
were redefined in these solid colours - yielding a singularly 
visually unpleasant but practically useable product. Thus 
only a single graphic layer in Maplnfo was required for 
transfer. 

Inset Maps 
A similar approach to the above was adopted for the 

four inset maps to be included with the main map image dis
cussed above. Maps showing (i) average milk production, 
(ii) changes·in quota between 1994 and 1997, (ill) numbers 
of dairy farms and (iv) locations of the principal dairy re
search institutions were prepared in Maplnfo, generating 
these as multiple layers as necessary. . 

Why layers? 
It is clear from the above that considerable attention 

has been paid to the creation of separate graphic layers des
tined for separate transfer and it is possibly necessary at this 
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stage to explain the reason for this apparently rather ponder
ous approach. It would be possible to display all the above 
mentioned layers simultaneously and to export this as a sin
gle file. The result would have been impossibly complex 
and unmanageable in CoreiDRA W. The aim, so far as pos
sible, is to have data in Separate layers which allows global 
selection- the selection of everything in a given layer- to al
low global edits (colour and tint specification, font 
dimensions etc.). Another advantage of the layer approach 
is that layers can be switched on and off with respect to visi
bility, editing and printing, thus obviating accidental 
selections and modifications or shifts (out of register). Sep
arate layers can be displayed in any combination, 
facilitating the editing procedures which may be required. 
The order of display layers is critical, and can be exploited 
to eliminate the need for hold out images to ensure, for ex
ample, that text is visible over area symbols. 

Hence, for anything other than the simplest of map im
ages requiring minimal modification it is essential to plan 
ahead with respect to the layers required in CorelDRA W. 
Having more layers than absolutely necessary is always 
better than opposite. It is easy to combine (move separate 
layers to a single layer) in CoreiDRAW: depending on the 
nature of the data, it may be a difficult, lengthy and tedious 
process to separate items into new layers. 

Maplnfo File Transfer Possibilities 
Maplnfo has a number of export formats, including 

Maplnfo Interchange Format (MIF), delimited ASCIT and 
AutoCAD (DXF). Of these, only DXF would allow direct 
import into CorelDRA W. However, trials with this format 
yielded mixed and somewhat unreliable results. Another 
solution exists in the Maplnfo option to "save window as .. " 
which is designed to allow the user to save any displayed 
graphic window in a number of standard formats. In fact, 
the majority of these are raster formats (BMP, TIF, PSD, 
and PNG) and while these could have been imported to 
CoreiDRA W, obviously editing and overlaying of different 
layers would have been impossible. This left only one pos
sibility, the Windows Meta:file (WMF) format- a standard 
vector format which can be imported directly to 
CoreiDRAW. Tests showed that this retained all colour, 
text and symbol properties, including the retention of 
closed areas for colour fills. 

Use of the "Save W"mdow as" Option 
The "save window as" procedure is quite straight for

ward. The required map display window- in this case one of 
the layers of the milk map discussed above is made visible 
and the appropriate command is activated from the 
Maplnfo "file" menu. This immediately brings up a sepa
rate window which allows the user to select the image size
that is, to set the dimension of the image which will import 
to CoreiDRA W (figure 5). 

A degree of experimentation may be required to set 
suitable dimensions. The dimensions set in this procedure 
relate to the size of the displayed Maplnfo window, not to 
the map scale. In Maplnfo, the window size was adjusted to 
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Use of the "find and 
replace" function to 
locate areas of 
uniform fill 

Once areas in 
a specific colour 
are selected, 
they are moved 
a new layer, 
where the final 
tint specification 
can be set 

Figure 4: The CorelDRA W fmd and replace function is used here to locate and select areas of a specific colour fill 
(top). Once selected, the areas in each separate colour are moved to different layers (below), allowing simple 
re-specification of the tint fills for each of the seven density classes. 
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The milk production 
density map, as 
prepared in Maplnfo. 
The MAP, BROWSE 
(database table) and 
LEGEND windows 

The MAP window 
is saved as a 
Windows Metafile, 
ready for import to 
CoreiDRAW 

Figure 5: Use of the ''save window as" function in Maplnfo. The milk production density map is shown at the top, to
gether with the legend and browser (database table) windows. The ''save window as" function is selected (below) 
leading to the image size dermition window and finally to the specification of the me type (windows me tarde) and the 
me name (DENS.WMF). 
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AO page layout 

I 

The imported 
image is dragged 
to the page and 
"snapped" to the 

1 

previously prepared 
register crosses I 

! 

i 
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> 
Windows 
metafile, as 
imported 
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Prepared 
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Figure 6: One of the metaides is imported into CoreiDRA W (top) and is then dragged to the page and is scaled and 
registered by snapping the image to pre-prepared register crosses. 
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give a rectangle which allowed the whole of the U.K. to be 
shown with a reasonable margin on all sides. In this case, 
the final scale of the map was not absolutely critical, indeed 
the remit for the final presentation was to obtain the maxi
mum scale possible to fit the map on AO format paper, with 
a maximum print dimension (including border and trim 
marks) of 1020 x 720 mm. Hence there was no need at this 
stage to worry about trying to achieve a fixed scale, and it 
was in any case clear that the scale could be adjusted in 
CorelDRA W. The x-dimension of the image was thus set to 
600mm; the y-dimension being automatically adjusted to 
preserve the proportions of the displayed rectangle. 

Once the dimensions are set the Save command brings 
up a new window which prompts the user to specify the file 
type- in this case windows metaftle- and to give a name to 
the file, after which it is saved. 

This procedure was followed for each of the separate 
layers discussed above. In an ideal world, all the Maplnfo 
operations would have been completed and the metaftles 
would have been saved in one sequential set of operations. 
In practice, the various Maplnfo layers were prepared and 
exported over a period. It was quickly realised that the size 
of the Maplnfo window and the scale of the displayed map 
might vary (indeed did vary) from one sequence of compi
lation to another and that exact register of the different 
layers might be a problem. A simple solution was found to 
this, using a Maplnfo "cosmetic" layer to create a boundary 
rectangle to the map (figure 6). This was displayed with 
each of the exported layers and allowed any separately im
ported layers to be registered and scaled to each other 
within CorelDRA W, snapping the rectangle corners to pre
viously prepared register crosses in CorelDRA W. 

CoreiDRA W File Save and Open Problems 
So far, the map images discussed inMaplnfo have been 

generated in the so called "MAP Window" which is used to 
prepare the various thematic maps and to organise and dis
play the different map layers. There is another Maplnfo 
graphic window - the "LAYOUT Window", which can be 
used to organise the arrangement of maps, titles and legends 
prior to generating plotter output. It is also possible to use 
the "save window as" command with this display, and it was 
initially thought that this would be more appropriate than 
the map window as it offers more precise control over out
put scale. Trials with this did produce metaftles which 
successfully imported into CorelDRA W but problems be
gan to emerge in saving and subsequent reloading of the 
edited CorelDRA W file, with the ominous message "this 
file contains an illegal object" being displayed on opening 
the file, followed by the crashing of the CorelDRA W pro
gram. Queries to the CorelDRA W help line put the blame 
on the imported data. Similar queries to the Maplnfo help 
line eventually led to the suggestion that using the Layout 
window to generate the metaftles was not recommended 
and that this might be the source of the problem. Certainly, 
experience showed that the use of the map window for this 
purpose rather than the layout window did seem to cause 
fewer problems, but did not entirely eliminate the problem. 
The solution seemed to lie in the use of CorelDRA W's 
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auto-backup facility. When the saved file would not load, 
the backup file normally loaded successfully. This suggests 
that the problem did lie with CorelDRA W rather than 
Maplnfo, but this has not been verified. The possibility of a 
fault in the computer set-up was also considered and at
tempts to load the "illegal objects" files on a different 
computer were also carried out. Surprisingly, in several in
stances these did open successfully in CorelDRA W; once 
saved on this platform the files opened on the original com
puter, adding a further complication to the mystery! It has to 
be said that these complications added to the stress of pro
duction but the problem was ultimately one of 
inconvenience. Thanks to the auto-backup facility, the 
amount of repeat editing was minimal. 

Import of Data into CoreiDRA W 
As reported above, the Maplnfo operation ends with 

the creation of a series of Windows Metafiles, each destined 
to be opened as a separate layer in CorelDRA W. The 
CorelDRA W operation has to start with first defining the 
page setup - in this case an AO page was selected. As men
tioned above, a set of corner crosses for registering images 
was also constructed. The layer manager has to be organ
ised also to set up a series of layers to receive the data. 
Thereafter, the procedure simply involves making each 
layer active in turn and importing the appropriate metafile 
to that layer. 

The graphic images originally display at the centre of 
the AO page, but it is a simple matter to select each image 
and drag it to the final page location (figure 6). With multi
ple file imports, all the individual data layers should be 
selected and moved simultaneously, thus maintaining their 
register. In practice, as discussed above, different data sets 
were imported at different times and register crosses were 
used to register and scale the images. The most critical reg
ister· problems could have occurred with the area 
( choropleth) representation of the production density data, 
particularly as it had been decided to represent these with
out boundary lines. These data were imported initially as a 
single layer, which helped to avoid misregister problems. 

Editing the Map in CorelDRA W 
The editing of data fell into the following categories: 

• Preparation of the map layout 

• Separation of the density map image into seven 
separate layers, and selection of suitable tints for 
each class of symbolisation. 

• Specification of final point symbol sizes and 
colours. 

• Specification of final name dimensions and fonts 

• Name placement adjustment 

• Preparation of map title blocks, legend and mar
ginal notes 

• Similar treatment of the four inset maps, as re
quired 
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Dealing with each of these in turn: 

Layout 
With the maximum printing area defined, the map size 

(scale) was adjusted to give the largest scale allowable 
within these limits. The final scale of the main map was 
1:1,250,000. The positions of inset maps were then deter
mined and fixed by border rectangles the right-hand side of 
the main map (figure 7). 

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY 
ID 

lBE llNITIDKINGDOM _____ .. __ 
-~-=====-· 

·~ 

Figure 7: The layout of the complete map and insets. 
The final dimensions of the border frame were 660 mm 
by 980 mm. The scale of the main map was 1:1,250,000 

The milk production density map 
The composite layer comprising the seven classes was 

split to seven separate layers using CoreiDRA W's "find and 
replace" facility, basing the search procedure on the im
ported class colours. Once all the items in a class are 
selected, the data for that class are moved to a new layer. 
The purpose of this splitting of the data is to allow sirilple 
specification of trial and fmal tint combinations for each 
class. 

Specification of point symbol dimensions and colours 
As noted above, the various point symbols were de

fined as specific characters at appropriate point dimensions 
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in the "Maplnfo Cartographic" font, which is recognised as 
a scaleable font in CorelDRA W. Adjustment of the im
ported symbolisation colours and dimensions was thus very 
straightforward. The problem which is created by import
ing symbols which are not recognised in this way has been 
discussed above (figure 2). 

Name dimensions and fonts 
The selected Maplnfo fonts translate directly to 

CoreiDRA W. Minor adjustment of text dimensions were 
required due to the slight re-scaling involved in the import 
procedure. For example, names imported as 6 point charac
ters became 5.78 point after re-scaling. A global selection 
of all the names in each layer allowed easy adjustment to fi
nal dimensions and incidentally, this selection of the names 
(using the "find and replace" facility also gave the opportu
nity to separate names to new layers, leaving symbols and 
names in different CoreiDRA W layers. 

Name placement 
This was the most troublesome and time consuming of 

the CorelDRA W editing operations. The names associated 
with point symbols were given the default placement in 
Maplnfo - to the right centre of the point symbol. As the 
names were imported as separate layers, inevitably there 
were overlapping names between the different layers, and 
considerable time and care was required to eliminate these 
problems, manually selecting and adjusting the positions of 
individual names. Similarly, adjustment of the product 
codes which were overprinted on the symbols had to be car
ried out. These were positioned centrally over the point 
symbols in Maplnfo and this worked surprisingly well in 
the transfer procedure, with only minimum adjustments of 
position being required. 

Preparation of Marginal Data (title, legend etc.) 
This presented no problems, with text either being 

composed directly in CoreiDRA W or imported as text files 
(from Microsoft Word). It should be noted that the legend 
had to be prepared in CorelDRA W- the Map window used 
to generate the transfer metafiles does not include the 
Maplnfo legends. 

Inset maps 
Each of the four inset maps was initially prepared as a 

separate (independent) CorelDRA W file produced from 
appropriate imported Maplnfo data. The frame rectangle 
was standardised from the main layout and was used for 
each of these inset maps, and apart from the reduction in 
scale, the procedures followed similar lines to those dis
cussed above. Each inset map was saved as a complete 
product in its own right, and the fmal stage was importing 
and positionilig these with the main map image file. 

Proof images and final production 
Throughout the CorelDRA Wand earlier Maplnfo op

erations hard copy colour images were generated using a . 
Hewlett Packard Officejet (A4) inlqet printer and an Encad 
Novajet (AO) printer. These devices gave colour output 
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Figure 8: A portion of the finished map, produced from the original CorelDRA W file, here reproduced in mono
chrome. The map was printed using the standard process colours (cyan, magenta, yellow and black). 

suitable for checking purposes but only gave an approxima
tion of the fmal colour appearance. CorelDRA W could 
have been used to generate separate files for the final print
ing of the map, but in the absence of in house access to any 
film writing facility the fmal digital processing for this map 
was carried out by an external agency. The fmal in house 
operation was to save the CorelDRA w_ image ~ a ~st
script file. This was used to generate a high quality dig1tal 
proof on an IRIS plotter- essentially the fmal check on col
our appearance or proof of colour - before the generati?n of 
fmal output of the colour separate images on mm, usmg a 
Scitex raster plotter. Plate-making and lithographic printing 
of the finished map then followed. 
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Conclusions 
Overall, the production methods adopted for this com

plex map have shown that the combination of Maplnfo and 
CorelDRA W is a satisfactory one. Compilation of the map 
from raw data using CorelDRA W alone would have been 
well nigh impossible. Maplnfo proved highly efficient for 
producing the individual thematic layers. Care is needed in 
the selection of font and symbol dimensions, and experi
ence showed that a degree of experimentation is required to 
achieve appropriate imports to Core ID RAW. The file trans
fer procedures worked well, though again planning is vital 
to establish the required image layers in both systems. 

The only major problem was the one of me failure 
(saving and re-loading) in CorelDRA W. This was over-
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come, and, as mentioned above became an (occasionally 
stressful) inconvenience rather than a major problem. How
ever, it is the intention to devote further attention to this, and 
trials involving up-grades of software (Maplnfo v4.5 to v5, 
CorelDRA W v7 to v8 and Windows 95 to Windows 98) and 
an overhaul of the computer system are planned. Other pos
sible sources of the problem might lie in printer software, or 
even in '~interference" from background network activities 
such as email. Suggestions (or solutions!) from readers are 
welcomed. 

Notes on hardware and me sizes 
The Maplnfo and CorelDRA W operations were car

ried out on a standard PC platform with a 133MHz pentium 
processor, 64Mb RAM and 2Mb VRAM. Windows 95 was 
the operating system and versions 4.5 and 7 respectively of 
Maplnfo and CorelDRA W were used. The final 
CorelDRA W flle had a magnitude of2. 7 Mb, expanding to 
over 20 Mb when finally saved in postscript format. Win
dows metafiles ranged in size from 70 to 500 kb. 
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INTERNATIONAL MAP COLLECTORS' 
SOCIETY 
IMCOS- HELEN WALLIS AWARD 1998 

This is awarded each year to the individual who, in the 
opinion of the Selection Committee, has been responsible 
for cartographic contribution of great merit and wide inter
est to map collectors world-wide. Fifteen former winners 
include Valerie Scott, Kenneth Nebenzahl, Rodney Shirley, 
Catherine Delano Smith and Norman Thrower. 

This year (1998) the winner is Susan Gole, who was 
presented with the Society's silver salver and receives a 
cheque for £300. The presentation was made by IMCOS 
President, Oswald Dreyer-Eimbcke at the Society's annual 
dinner held on 12th June at the Royal Overseas League in 
London. 

IMCOS and the map world in general owe a debt of 
gratitude to Susan Gole. She served as Chairman of 
IMCOS from the Winter of 1989 until last year when she 
handed over to Jenny Harvey. She continues to edit the 
IMCoS Journal, a job she took on in 1991, and is now serv
ing the Society as International Chairman. This involves 
liaison and planning of all futureiMCOS international sym
posia. This year's international event took place in Japan in 
October. 

Susan sets herself high standards and expects a high 
standard of others. She is thorough and very good at getting 
detail right. With her charm, sense of humour and good 
brain she can, and does, tackle anything. These qualities en
abled her to successfully increase the activities of IMCOS 
on the international stage during her period as Chairman. 

Susan is a collector of maps of India and she has written 
numerous books on the subject including INDIAN MAPS 
AND PLANS, THEMAPPINGOFMUGHAL INDIA and 
EARLY MAPS OF INDIA. She was also granted the Cul
tural Foundation of Cyprus first fellowship in 1992 which 
enabled her to write MAPS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN 
REGIONS PUBLISHED IN BRITISH PARLIAMEN
TARY PAPERS 1801-1921. Publication of this work 
followed many months of research in the British Library 
and the India Office. It has been commanded for its scholar
ship. 
from an /M CoS press release 
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